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Regionality: agency and authorship in architecture.

The story of the Na=onal Compu=ng Centre - White Heat, False Logic.

FerranC Factory, Wythenshawe, Manchester, 1947-54
W. Arthur Gibbon for Cruickshank & Seward
Image courtesy MMU Special CollecCons

InternaConal Computers Limited, Manchester, 1956-69
John Seward for Cruickshank & Seward

Image courtesy MMU Special CollecCons
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University of Manchester InsCtute of Science
and Technology (UMIST)
Images courtesy MMU Special CollecCons
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Mancunian Way

Scan from private collecCon

The proximity to exisCng centres of experCse at the University and the
InsCtute of Science and Technology (UMIST) were cited as important
when making the decision. The chosen site was between the new urban
motorway, Link Road 17/7 (Mancunian Way) and a site selected for the
BBC’s northern headquarters on Oxford Road, to the south of the city
centre. Its physical posiCon was thus sandwiched between machines of
mobility and communicaCon, which, like the compuCng centre,
epitomised post-war modernity.

Manchester EducaCon Precinct Plan – Wilson Womerlsey 1967
Scan from private collecCon

UMIST Area G

University of Manchester Archives

BBC North HQ & NaConal CompuCng Centre
Manchester Evening News

In the CorporaCon’s Approved Development Plan the 2.6-acre site was allocated to form part of the Higher EducaCon Precinct and provisionally
reserved in 1964 for development by the InsCtute of Science and Technology. Following a direct request from Ministry of Technology in 1965,
the City and the InsCtute agreed that the locaCon was ‘ideally situated for this important naConal project’. The Ministry did not purchase the
site; instead, it was leased from the CorporaCon by Central Government. The mechanisms of government created their own speciﬁc contractual
circumstances; together they relate to those noCons of interplay that are described here as regionality. Similarly, the procurement and delivery
of the ﬁrst phase of NCC construcCon would be forged from an exisCng series of relaCons, in personnel and in geography, which also emerged
from state structures.

BBC North HQ
Courtesy BDP.
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The Mancunian Way – BriCsh Pathé (1967)
h\ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3drTk6rAzVI

Renold Building, UMIST
Cruickshank & Seward, 1962

Courtesy MMU Special CollecCons

The NaConal CompuCng Centre.
PainCng by Peter Sainsbury
Courtesy MMU Special CollecCons

The NaConal CompuCng Centre. ElevaConal drawing, Cruickshank & Seward
Courtesy MMU Special CollecCons

BBC North HQ. ElevaConal drawing, BDP.
Courtesy BDP.

The NaConal CompuCng Centre. Plan, Cruickshank & Seward
Courtesy MMU Special CollecCons

The NCC was never a large enough organisaCon to have ﬁlled the
20-storey tower, but a building with some physical presence as a
naConal centre was necessary. To the Ministry of Technology in
1967 ‘the NCC [was] an important element in the Government’s
declared policy of seeking to promote a rapid increase in the use of
computers.

The NaConal CompuCng Centre. Model, Cruickshank & Seward
Courtesy MMU Special CollecCons

Landscape plan, Derek Lovejoy & Partners, 1971.

Authors photograph. Drawing held at Archives+, Manchester Central Library. Building control plans, ref. 78018.

Structurally, the NCC was convenConal, formed from reinforced concrete. An orthogonal square grid extended across the enCre ground plan and
columns were spaced on the nodes of the grid as required. The logic extended to the hard landscaping - cobbled sets picked out the column line
of the structure and extended this line from the face of the building to the back of pavement and trees were planted in an aligned cluster. Much
of the ground ﬂoor plan was arranged to align with this square grid too, though the upper ﬂoors were much less rigidly organised and walls were
mostly parCCons. The only deviaCon from the square grid and 90 degree angles was the landscape plan for the internal courtyard that used
diagonal geometry to contrast. The internal court was echoed by another internal water garden, above the lecture theatre.

PromoConal photograph from NCC pamphlet.
Scan from private collecCon

The court was really the only spaCally remarkable image that the
building could project. Other than the lecture theatre, most other
space was convenConal oﬃce type accommodaCon and so the
markeCng brochures of the NCC prominently featured a photograph
of oﬃce workers enjoying the sunshine and water. In this sense the
skin of the building was the branded idenCty of the NCC. Its drama
was all on show and disguised a convenConal interior - the logic of the
grid aligned with this convenCon.

NCC

Courtesy Museum of Science and Industry

In formal terms, and in the context of regionality, the NCC
was a negoCaCon between central government objecCves
(intangible) and local government projects (tangible). It was
also a piece of technopoliCcs, big enough for the site, big
enough for the CorporaCon and big enough for Ministry of
Technology to appear credible as the building was ﬁnally
completed in 1975, 10 years afer the NCC was established.

The bright white Cled façade of the upper secCons of the
NCC made clear reference to computer age moCfs and
futurisCc aestheCcs. Superstudio’s Con2nuous Monument
(1969) and Stanley Kubrick’s 2001, A Space Oddessey (1968)
both made dramaCc use of prisCne white gridded landscapes
in their visions, but were a actually a commentary on their
present. The neutrality of the grid was an important aspect of
its deployment and its use as a visual tool to carry messages
about societal freedoms and controls in other media seems
more relevant with historical distance than it probably did to
the architects at the Cme. The grid also implied network and
both network and control were in the minds of Ministry of
Technology as they conceived the NCC and sponsored the
computer industry. The Ministry understood that one of the
‘social consequences’ of the computer would be ‘the much
greater possibiliCes … for government surveillance of the
individual’.

NCC

Author’s photo

NCC view from
Oxford Road
Author’s photo

In the context of technopoliCcs, the NCC was a manifestaCon of central government policy and central government was the most powerful force
acCng upon its procurement. However, its realisaCon was a conﬂuence of factors that can be assembled and understood through regionality.
The site was a piece of the CorporaCon post-war jigsaw, requisiConed for naConal interests. Here I have shown that both the form and material
of the building were a negoCaCon, or interplay, between naConal and local policy objecCves and infrastructures. The orbit of agents and the
orientaCon of their networks towards Manchester began in the TRE during the war. The NCC was given a home in Manchester because of the
legacy of Turing, Williams, Newman and Kilburn that was mythologised by Bowden and perpetuated the noCon of Manchester as the birthplace
of the computer. If the building was a metaphor for the competencies and power of Ministry of Technology then the over-ampliﬁed physical
stature of the building would be hot air, the drawn out process to compleCon would reﬂect the gestural nature of policy and the cloaking of the
original building would be papering over the cracks. So, whilst the shining white form stood prominently against a new horizon and signiﬁed
investment in technology, the long development of the insCtuCon, and the eventual construcCon of its headquarters, reveals an alternaCve
picture of post-war urbanism and its relaCon to policy and poliCcal objecCves.

